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Introduction

Animals can display a wide range of fear responses,

which can change with experience1,2. Variation in fear

responses can be linked to differences in personality

and physiology3. Yet, how these factors relate to each

other remains unclear4, 5, 6.

Objectives

• Investigate links between personality and fear

responses.

• Explore the role of octopamine on personality and

fear responses.

Methods

Ninety-six adult male Mediterranean Field crickets

(Fig. 1) were subject to behavioural tests for boldness,

activity, and variation in fear responses (assessed by

inducing immobility for ten consecutive times). To

determine the effect of octopamine, I manipulated its

concentration by injecting 1.5 μg of Octopamine-

hydrochloride diluted into 10 μl of phosphate-buffered

saline. Control crickets were injected with only

phosphate-buffered saline.

Results & Discussion

• Variation in the initial fear responses observed in control crickets

was linked to boldness: bolder individuals remained immobile

longer than shyer individuals after the first simulated attack

(Wilcoxon test, P = 0.04).

• Variation in the initial fear responses was not affected by

manipulated levels of octopamine, differently from what previous

studies showed4.

• Octopamine increased immobility over ten consecutively

simulated attacks in bolder individuals, resulting in crickets

becoming sensitized to the stimulus (Regression model, PBOLDER

INDIVIDUALS < 0.01, Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Behavioural responses to ten consecutively simulated attacks in bolder

individuals injected with phosphate-buffered saline (blue), or with octopamine

(orange). Values are presented as medians.

Conclusion

Octopamine played a role in the variation of fear responses, with a link

to boldness, inducing the process of short-term sensitization,

previously connected only to serotonin7,8. These results suggest that

octopamine can influence an individual’s survival rate to predator

attacks, with high levels enhancing the fear responses.
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Fig 1. Mediterranean Field crickets (Gryllus bimaculatus).
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